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Electrokinetic and magnetic fields generated by flow
through a fractured zone: a sensitivity study for
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Abstract. A number of electric and magnetic signals have
been observed on La Fournaise volcano, attributed to electrokinetic effects. A simple model is proposedhere to check
this hypothesis. The volcano is idealized as a 2d heterogeneous structure composed of a fractured zone located between two porous zones through which meteoritic waters
flow downwards; flow occurs predominantly in the fractured
zone and induces electromagnetic fields. Correct orders of
magnitude are obtained for the measured surface fields. The
importance of the heterogeneous character of the underground medium is demonstrated; local measurementsof various quantities are recommended.

1. Introduction

magnetic field in the vicinity of a vertical fault (cf alsothe
recentreview by Johnston,1997).
The major purposeof the pre•ent note is to provide a sensitivity analysis of the electrokinetic effect for La Fournaise
volcano. This paper is organized as follows. An idealized
model of the system is proposed and the governing equations are presented as well as the method of resolution and
the range of parameters. The last section is devoted to a
presentation and discussion of the results.

2.

General

La Fournaisevolcano (R6union Island), 2630 m high, is

It has been proposed that anomalous electric and magnetic fields observed before earthquakes and volcanic activity could be generated by the electrokinetic effect induced
by water flow resulting from internal stresses,thermal buoyancy effects and meteoritic waters. The order of magnitude
and the sign of the magnetic field were correctly obtained

one of the most active

basaltic

volcanoes

in the world

with

one eruption every 18 months. It is characterized by heavy
rainfalls reaching 6 m per year and large anomalies in the

electricpotential, which may be of the order of 2 V [Michel
and Zlotnicki, 1998]. A large fracture zone, about 500 m
wide, cuts across the whole volcano. As mentionned by

Zlotnicki and Le Mouel, [1990],this zone is likely to play
for the Matsushiroearthquakeswarm[Mizutani and Ishido,
an important part in the water circulation through the mas1976]. Self-potentialsand magnetic measurementsat La sif.
Fournaise volcano have been analyzed and interpreted in

the same way [Zlotnicki and Le Mouel, 1990; Michel and
Zlotnicki, 1998].
These two seriesof large-scale observationswere substantiated by local measurements made on plugs in order to obtain dzeta-potentials and streaming potential coefficientsof
various minerals and rocks as functions of physico-chemical
parameters such as salt concentration, ph and temperature

[Ishido and Mizutani, 1981; Martin et al., 1982; Morgan
et al., 1989; Antraygues and Aubert, 1993; Hovhannissian,

1999; Lorne et al., 1998]. These data confirmedthat the
eletrokinetic effect could generate the observed large-scale
fields, and is more plausible for volcanoes than previously
suggestedthermo- and piezo-magnetism mechanisms.
However, there has been little quantitative modeling of

a precisephysicalsituation,althoughFitterman [1978,1979]
analyzed the surface electric potential anomaly induced by a
buried pressuresourcein a layered half-space and the surface

For this study, we adopt the simplified structure shown
in Figure I which presents a cross-section of the volcano
perpendicular to the fracture zone; the topography is simplified so that the cross-sectionis of a constant height L •- 2
km, of the order of the height of the volcano; the top correspondsroughly to the top of the volcano and the bottom to
sea level. This cross-sectionconsistsof three zones;the two
external zones are assumed to be a porous medium with
identical properties surrounding a fractured zone of width

2h • 500 m with different properties. For simplicity, the
structure is assumedto be translationnally invariant along
the z-axis which is perpendicular to the plane of the figure.
Meteoritic water is assumedto flow through this structure. The upper and lower boundariesof the porousmedium

(x=0 and L, ]yl _>h) are assumedto be impermeable;hence,
water flows through the central zone and drags along water
contained in the porous medium. We investigate the influence of this flow on the electric potential and the magnetic
field which can be measuredat the volcanosurface(x = 0).
When an electrolyte flows through a charged medium,

electric and convectivephenomenaare coupled [de Groot
and Mazur, 1969; Nourbehecht,
1963]. The seepagevelocity

Copyright1999by theAmericanGeophysical
Union.

u and the current density I are linearly related to the driving
forceswhich are the gradients of the pressurep and of the
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3. Solution and range of parameters
upper surface

Because of the symmetry of the model with respect to
the x-axis, the general solution for y > 0 can be written as
M
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The constantsA and F, which are the macroscopicgradients along the x-direction in the fractured zone, are related
to the local fluxes V0 and J0 by

/
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Figure 1. Model schematicof La Fournaisevolcano. V0
and J0 are-definedin (5). The x- and y-axes are vertical

V0 - -c•fP-KfA

(10)

J0 -

(11)

-cr•F-c•A

and horizontal, respectively.

These relations can be easily inverted in order to obtain A

electric potential

boundary conditions(4) and (5) at the upper and lower

and F as functions of V0 and J0.

The form of this solution automatically satisfies the

Ii

=

--o'i•7•i -- o•i•7pi

(la)

u• -- --o•V•p•
- K-•
Vp•

(lb)

boundaries. The four unknown coefficients an, bn, Cn and
dn are easily obtained by expressing the boundary condi-

tions (3) at lyl = h. However, the seriesare often slowly
convergent and some care has to be taken to obtain precise
results.

Once these coefficients are obtained, the magnetic field

where the subscripti standsfor the porousmedium (i = p) B(R) at point M (cf Figure 1) is obtained by using the
or for the fractured medium (i = f). cri is the electrical Biot-Savart law
conductivity of the medium i, Ki its permeability and c•i
the electroosmoticcoupling coefficient. /• is the viscosity of
the fluid.

Conservation of mass and current requires that u• and
I• satisfy the continuity equations

V-h-0

, V-m-0

,

for i-p,f

(2)

This system has to be supplemented by boundary con-

ditions. At lyl - h, x >_0, pressure,potential and normal
fluxes are all continuous,

pp -- pf , ?•)p-- ?•)f, n . Ip -- n . I.• , n . Up -- n . u.t, (3)
where n denotes the unit normal to the discontinuity.

At x = 0 and L, for lyl _>h, no flux crossesthe surface.
For lyl _<h, the local seepagevelocity V0 and local current

B(R)-1•o

I(R')x

R,ladR' (12)

wherep0 is the magnetic
permittivity(- 4•r 10-7). The
integration is performed over the whole medium (i.e., for

x' >_0); x' is the abscissa
of the point M'.

B(R) has

single horizontal component Bz. The observation point

is usually located slightly abovethe ground level (here, cal-

culationsare madefor I m). The integrationoverz• can be
performed analytically becauseof the translational symmetry along the z-axis; the domain can also be reduced to the
quarter plane x >_0, y _>0, z - 0 because of the symmetry
with respect to the x-axis.

Table 1. Range of studied parameters. All quantities are

in SI units: (r (S), a (m2 s-IV-l), K (m2). Data are for
J0=0.

density J0 are assumed not to vary with y. To summarize,

Case
h,

x-

0

and L ' •lpx - O , Ipx - O

(4)

lYl -< h,

x-

0

and L ß uix--V0,

(5)

lyl

IIx-J0

Other boundary conditions could have been chosen,such
as •p - constant at x - L; however, measurements are
performed at x • 0, and are insensitive to the conditions at
x--Lo

•Tp

O•p

Kp

crf

c•f

KI

cl

0.01

3 10 -9

10 -12

0.1

3 10 -9

10 -10

c2
c3

0.1
0.001

3 10 -9
3 10 -9

10 -10
10 -12

0.1
0.01

3 10-9
3 10-9

10 -10
10 -10

c4

0.01

10 -8

10 -12

0.1

10 -8

10 -1ø

c5

0.01

3 10 -9

10 -11

0.1

3 10-9

10 -9
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Figure 2. The electromagnetic
fields: the current densities (a and b) in the central upper part of the volcano;the
potential fields •p (c and d) in the right half of the volcano.
Data are for: casec2 (a and c); casecl (b and d). Grey
levels and arrow lengths are not consistent from one plot to
another. The current densities in a and b at x -- y -- 200m

areof the orderof 10-20 and 10-4 A/m 2, respectively.
The
potential differences in c and d between the dark and the
white levels are equal to 2.7 and 1.5 Volts, respectively.

The many parameters which govern this situation can be
divided into several groups. The first group is the geometry
of the layers; since it is imposed by the geometry of the
volcano, it is kept fixed

h = 260m,

L-

2000m

(13)

The secondgroupincludesthe ingoing(and thus outgoing) fluxes. Usually, J0 is taken equal to zero. An order of
magnitude of the seepagevelocity is estimated by assuming
that when water is provided to the system, it falls under its
own weight in the fractured zone

K/
17o= pg--

Figure 3. The potentialfield (Volts)on the ground(x--0)
as a function of the distancey (m) to the symmetry axis.
Data are for: cl (solidline), c2 (*), c3 (---), c4 (o), c5 (---).
c5 is overprinted by cl.

the sake of clarity, only half of the central upper part is
shown in Figure 2a and b. Because of the continuity of the

fields at lyl - h, the fractured zone doesnot present any
exceptional feature. These two representations were also
used in order to check the solutions, their symmetries and
the boundary conditions.
The electromagnetic fields predicted for ground level are
displayed in Figures 3 and 4 for all the caseslisted in Table
1. First of all, for case cl, it should be emphasized that

the order of magnitudeof •p (m -1V) is consistentwith the
observations
madeby Michel and Zlotnicki[1998].However,
the amplitudeof Bz (• lnT)is too smallby a factor10 [Zlot•
nicki and Le Mouel, 1990],a featurewhich will be discussed
again later. These fields present a remarkable angular point

at [y[ = h which is the limit of the fractured zone; this is
consistentwith the boundary conditions(3) where the normal components of the fluxes are continuous, but not the
derivatives of the fields. Note that •p tends to zero far from

the fractured zone. For [y[ < 1000m, Bz doesnot depend

4

(14)

The third group of parameters consistsof the local properties Ki, ai and ai. For a given medium and fluid, they
can be either measured or calculated given certain assump-

o

tions [Coelhoet al., 1996]. Someof their propertiesare not
intrinsic and also depend on water salinity and other physicochemical conditions. Hence, all these quantities can vary
independently, at least to a first approximation.
The studied parameters are summarized in Table 1. The
problem stated in Section 2 is rendered difficult by the large
number of unknowns. With present knowledge, it was found
preferable to make a sensitivity study around a set of central
values, given as case cl.

4.

Results

and

discussion

Overall views of the electric fields are given in Figure 2
for the standard case cl and the homogeneouscase c2. For

0

200

500

1000
Y

2000

Figure 4. The magneticfield B• (nT) at lm abovethe
groundas a functionof the distancey (m) to the symmetry
axis. Data are for: cl (solidline), c2 (*), c3 (---), c4 (o), c5
(---). c3 and c5 are overprintedby cl.
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This study is preliminary; other boundary conditions

axis; computations were performed for sizes equal to 4000
and 10000 m without any significant influence.
The influence of the heterogeneouscharacter of the medium
is demonstrated in these Figures by the homogeneoussituation c2 where the permeability of the porous medium is
equal to that of the fractured zone. First, the kinks disappear from the curves as they should; second, • and Bz
are reduced by a factor 10. Hence, as is well known, the
heterogeneouscharacter of the underground medium is an
essential feature to produce large fields. The residual fields

could have been chosenwhich would modify the fields, but
probably not the orders of magnitude which are obtained.
Flow conditions could also have been varied, and storage
effects considered. Thus, this study will be extended in a
near future to a time-dependent analysis in a more realistic
three-dimensional representation of the volcano.

which remain

References

in c2 are due to the no flux condition

4 at the

surface of the porous medium.
The influence of the conductivities was analyzed in case

c3 wherethey wereboth dividedby a factor 10 (cfTable 1).
This parameter may vary widely; it depends on the local
structure

of the media

and of the chemical

content

of the

water. It is seen in Figures 3 and 4 that • is multiplied by a
factor 10, while Bz is superposedwith casecl and thus does
not appear clearly in Figure 4. Local water measurements
are necessaryto fix this important parameter.
The influence of larger coupling factors c•i was also clearly
demonstrated by case c4 where these two factors are multiplied by a factor 3 with respect to cl. • and Bz are both
roughly multiplied by a factor 3. These orders of magnitude

are the ones which

fit the best the measured

values

of

Zlotnicki and Le Mouel [1990];note that the proposedvariation is very small when compared with variations measured

on plugs [Ishidoand Mizutani, 1981; Hovhannissian,1999].
Hence, this factor should also be measured on samples extracted

at La Fournaise.

Stronger permeabilities of the medium were studied in
casec5 where both permeabilities were multiplied by a factor
10 with respect to cl. u is modified accordingly and its
influence on • and Bz is negligible.
Finally, the influence of an hypothesizedoutgoing current

densityJ0 wasstudied.It wasshownthat for ]J01_• 10-7
A/m2, the influence
of this overallcurrentis negligible
on
the external measurements • and Bz; such a value is much
larger than any likely atmospheric current density.

5. Concluding

remarks

Magnetic and self-potential observationson the volcano

[Zlotnickiand Le Mouel, 1990; Zlotnicki et al., 1993;Michel
and Zlotnicki, 1998] consistof the time dependentdifferences between the intensities of the geomagnetic field measured at various points distant of a few km. Only variations
are useful, since constant differences are generated by the
magnetized rocks of the volcano. These variations have a
typical amplitude of 5-10 nT and time constants ranging
from a few minutes to weeks and years. They were conjectured

to be due to the modulation

of a fluid flow in the rift

zone by forcing mechanisms such as volcano activity and
associated changes in the stress field, atmospheric forcing

(temperature,rain), and long term variationsin the structure of the rift zone. This hypothesis is supported by the

presentsteady-stateanalysis,whichyieldsthe correctorders
of magnitude.
This study also demonstratesthe importance of the heterogeneouscharacter of the underground medium. Moreover, it is crucial that properties such as conductivities and
coupling coefficients are measured on plugs extracted from
the volcano

with

the local

water.
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